Chicago 16th B Style

This guide provides a basic format to the Chicago 16th B citation style.

Book


Book Section

Author. Year. "Title." In *Book Title*, edited by Editor, Pages. Place Published: Publisher.


Conference Proceedings

Author. Year of Conference. Title. Paper read at Conference Name, Date, at Conference Location.


Electronic Article

Author. Year. Title. *Periodical Title* Volume (Issue): Pages, URL.


Zähner, Dorothea, Aditya Gudlavalleti, and David S. Stephens. 2010. Increase in Pilus Islet 2–encoded Pili among Streptococcus pneumoniae Isolates, Atlanta, Georgia, USA. *Emerging Infectious Diseases* 16 (6), http://www.cdc.gov/eid/content/16/6/955.htm.

Electronic Book

Author. Year. "Title." In *Secondary Title*, ed Editor. Place Published: Publisher. URL (‘accessed’ Date Accessed).


Journal Article


Magazine Article

Author. Year. Title. 'Review of' Reviewed Item. *Magazine*, Date, Pages.


Newspaper Article


Thesis

Author. Year. Title. Thesis Type, Academic Department, University, Place Published.

Cairina, R B. 1995. Infrared spectroscopic studies of solid oxygen (Dissertation), University of California, Berkeley.


Holmes, B. 2010. An examination of the relationships of multidisciplinary team membership, quality of care, and the relationship between conscientiousness and nursing aide turnover in the long term care setting. 3396808, Walden University, United States -- Minnesota.

Web Page

Author. Access Year. Title (Edition) [Type of Medium]. Publisher, Last Update Date Year [cited Access Date Access Year]. `Available from` URL.
